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Annual distributions from the endowment are a source of 
supplemental operating revenue for most endowed institu-
tions. An institution’s endowment spending policy provides a 

basis for the calculation of the annual distribution, serving as a bridge 
that links the long-term investment portfolio (LTIP) and the enterprise. 
Spending policies are designed to reflect the needs of current and future 
generations of stakeholders, balancing the goals of providing appropriate 
levels of support to current operations and preserving, or even growing, 
endowment purchasing power.1 

The data and analysis in this report cover a variety of spending topics 
including spending rule types, the endowment’s support of operations, 
and effective spending rates. This year’s report draws on a supplemental 
study Cambridge Associates conducted in April 2018 to dive deeper 
into some technical factors of spending policy, specifically focusing on 
spending from new endowment gifts. 

1  Purchasing power is defined as the real market value of the endowment. An endowment that is maintaining purchasing power is  
keeping pace with inflation (after spending and investment returns). An endowment that is growing purchasing power is 
outpacing inflation.
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Annual Review
Cambridge Associates collected spending policy data on 250 of our endowment clients 
in 2017, including 155 colleges and universities; 37 cultural and environmental insti-
tutions; 23 independent schools; 11 health care organizations; and 24 other nonprofit 
institutions. Foundations were excluded from the survey group as their spending is 
influenced by certain government-mandated spending requirements. A list of partic-
ipants can be found at the end of the report. Figure 1 shows the distribution of these 
institutions across various asset size bands.

Institutions in this study use three primary spending rule types. MArket vAlue–bAsed 
rules link the spending amount directly to the endowment’s market value. ConstAnt 
growth rules increase spending each year by a defined growth factor. hybrid policies 
combine the elements of both market value–based and constant growth rule types.

Figure 2 shows the prevalence of the spending rule types across participating insti-
tutions. The most frequently used rule type is a market value–based policy, cited by 
76% of institutions. Market value–based rules are most common among the smallest 
portfolios, with nearly 90% of institutions with assets under $200 million using this 
approach. In comparison, 56% of institutions with assets over $1 billion use a market 
value–based rule. Hybrid and constant growth rules were cited by 12% and 9% of all 
participants, respectively. Both rule types were more likely to be used by larger port-
folios than smaller portfolios. Among the institutions with assets over $1 billion, 24% 
used a hybrid policy and 15% used a constant growth policy.

FIGURE 1. PROFILE OF PARTICIPATING INSTITUTIONS
2017

Source: Spending policy data as reported to Cambridge Associates LLC.
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FIGURE 2. SPENDING POLICY TYPES
2017

All Institutions (n = 250)

Market 
Value–Based

Constant
Growth Hybrid Other 

Under $100M 88% 5% 5% 3%
n 35 2 2 1
$100M – $200M 88% 7% 5%
n 36 3 2
$200M – $500M 84% 5% 9% 2%
n 46 3 5 1
$500M – $1B 74% 16% 7% 2%
n 32 7 3 1
Over $1B 56% 15% 24% 4%
n 40 11 17 3

Market 
Value–Based

Constant
Growth Hybrid Other 

Colleges & Universities 74% 14% 11% 2%
n 114 21 17 3
Independent Schools 70% 22% 9%
n 16 5 2
Cultural & Environmental 73% 5% 19% 3%
n 27 2 7 1
Health Care 91% 9%
n 10 1
Other Nonprofits 92% 8%
n 22 2

Notes: Market value–based spending policies base spending on a pre-specified percentage of a moving average of market values. 
Constant growth policies increase prior year's spending by a measure of inflation and/or pre-specified percentage. Hybrid policies are 
those that incorporate a weighted average of a constant growth rule and a percentage of market value rule. Other policies are those that 
cannot be classified as market value–based, constant growth, or hybrid policies.

Source: Spending policy data as reported to Cambridge Associates LLC.
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Figure 3 shows the distribution of rule types for the 140 institutions that provided 
spending policy data in 2012 and 2017. The market value–based rule continues to be 
the most common among institutions in this study, with close to the same number of 
institutions using this policy in 2017 compared to five years ago. Among the other rule 
types, three more institutions used a hybrid policy; the same number of institutions 
used a constant growth policy; and one fewer institution used some other policy.

MArket vAlue–bAsed rules
A market value–based rule dictates spending a percentage of a moving average of 
endowment market values. By linking the spending distribution amount directly to the 
endowment’s market value, this rule type usually produces the most dramatic changes 
in spending when investment conditions shift. Therefore, purchasing power preserva-
tion is prioritized during periods when the endowment’s market value declines.

The primary levers of this approach are the target spending rate and the date or 
smoothing period used to measure the market value. Some institutions also use a cap 
and floor to contain changes in annual spending during volatile market periods. 

tArget spending rAte. The target spending rate helps determine the proportion 
of the endowment that is distributed on an annual basis. Institutions incorporate 
long-term investment return expectations and inflation into the selection of the appro-
priate target spending rate. To preserve the purchasing power of an endowment,2 the 
spending rate would align with long-term real investment return expectations. The 
purchasing power of an endowment will increase when the spending rate is lower than 
the long-term real return, and vice versa.

2   In this instance, we use the term “endowment” to refer to a single fund with no future inflows. The LTIP, which is a collection of 
multiple endowments and other long-term funds, can use inflows to increase purchasing power even if the spending rate is equal 
to the pool’s long-term real return.

FIGURE 3. SPENDING POLICY TYPES: 2012 vs 2017
n = 140

Source: Spending policy data as reported to Cambridge Associates LLC.
Note: Chart represents the 140 institutions that provided a spending policy in both 2012 and 2017. 
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In 2017, the majority (88%) of participating institutions that cited a market value–
based rule used a pre-specified target rate while the remaining institutions allowed 
some discretion by setting a pre-specified percentage range within which the target 
spending rate may fall. For the purposes of comparing target spending rates, we 
assume the midpoint for institutions that specified a discretionary range. Of institu-
tions with a market value–based policy, 46% used a target spending rate of 5%, while 
45% of respondents used a target rate below 5%. Only 9% of institutions applied a rate 
that exceeded 5% (Figure 4).

In fiscal year 2017, 86% used the same target spending rate as reported in the previous 
year (Figure 5). This is consistent with the trend we have observed over the last five 
years, where the vast majority of institutions make no change in any given year. 
Approximately 9% of institutions decreased their target spending rate in 2017 while 
another 5% increased the rate.

sMoothing period. The spending distribution under a market value–based rule is 
determined by applying the target spending rate to the endowment’s market value. 
This is usually measured as an average market value over a period of time, known as a 
smoothing period. By capturing the endowment’s market value over several points in 
time, the smoothing period helps reduce the year-to-year volatility in spending distri-
butions. Smoothing periods for participants in this report range from one to seven 
years and the time interval (i.e., monthly, quarterly, or annual market values) can vary 
(Figure 6). The most common measurement period continues to be 12 quarters (49% of 
those with a market value–based policy). 

CAp And Floor. The introduction of a spending floor and/or cap can also serve as 
a smoothing mechanism for spending dollars by limiting the change in spending 
during particularly volatile periods. A floor for a market value–based rule prevents 
spending from falling below a certain level, usually the previous year’s spending dollar 
amount. Although a floor can relieve budgetary pressures during market downturns 
for institutions with concerns about spending cuts, limiting the decline in distributions 
can further erode the endowment’s market value and thus make purchasing power 
preservation more challenging over the long run. A cap limits spending increases when 
endowment growth is particularly strong by setting a maximum annual growth rate. 
When paired together, a cap and floor (known as a collar) can produce smoother distri-
butions by maintaining a level of spending during challenging economic environments 
and saving a greater portion of investment gains from period with exceptional endow-
ment growth.

In practice, only 14 institutions (8%) that use a market value rule employ a cap and/
or floor. Nine institutions use a cap and/or floor based on a percentage of a prior year’s 
spending distribution, and four institutions apply a cap and/or floor to the endow-
ment’s market value on a specific date. Another institution links its cap to the historical 
gift value of the endowment (Appendix A). For the 22 institutions that outline a 
discretionary range for the target spending rate, the range serves as a collar in that it 
allows institutions to raise the rate of spending in down markets and lower the rate of 
spending when endowment growth rates are high.
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FIGURE 4. TARGET RATES USED IN MARKET VALUE–BASED SPENDING POLICIES
2017

All Institutions (n = 186)

4.00% or 
Less 4.01% – 4.99% 5.00% 5.01% – 5.99%

6.00% 
and Above

Under $100M 23% 17% 49% 6% 6%
n 8 6 17 2 2
$100M – $200M 22% 17% 56% 6%
n 8 6 20 2
$200M – $500M 17% 35% 39% 9%
n 8 16 18 4
$500M – $1B 22% 22% 44% 13%
n 7 7 14 4
Over $1B 14% 35% 46% 5%
n 5 13 17 2

4.00% or 
Less 4.01% – 4.99% 5.00% 5.01% – 5.99%

6.00% 
and Above

Colleges & Universities 20% 30% 40% 9% 2%
n 22 33 44 10 2
Independent Schools 25% 38% 38%
n 4 6 6
Cultural & Environmental 15% 11% 63% 11%
n 4 3 17 3
Health Care 10% 40% 50%
n 1 4 5
Other Nonprofits 23% 9% 64% 5%
n 5 2 14 1

— —

—

— —

—

—

—

—

By Asset Size

By Institution Type

—

Notes: Market value–based spending policies base spending on a pre-specified percentage of a moving average of market values. Chart 
reflects data for the 186 institutions that provided detailed data on their target spending rate. If a range was provided, the target 
spending rate was calculated using the midpoint of the range. 

Source: Spending policy data as reported to Cambridge Associates LLC.
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FIGURE 5. INSTITUTIONS CHANGING TARGET RATES IN MARKET VALUE–BASED
SPENDING POLICIES
Fiscal Years 2012–17 • Percent (%)

Source: Spending policy data as reported to Cambridge Associates LLC.
Notes: Market value–based spending policies base spending on a pre-specified percentage of a moving average of market values. 
Chart reflects data for the institutions using a market value–based spending policy that provided the target rate used in their spending 
calculation. If a range was provided, the target spending rate was calculated using the midpoint of the range.

84% 85% 87% 88% 86%
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10% 12% 9% 7% 9%

2012–13
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(n = 124)
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(n = 153)
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FIGURE 6. SMOOTHING PERIODS FOR MARKET VALUE–BASED SPENDING POLICIES:
LENGTH OF PERIOD AND UNIT OF TIME MEASUREMENT
2017 • n = 184

Source: Spending policy data as reported to Cambridge Associates LLC.
Notes: Market value–based spending policies base spending on a pre-specified percentage of a moving average of market values. Unit of 
time measurement indicates whether spending is calculated using monthly, quarterly, or yearly market values. Chart reflects data for the 
184 institutions using a market value–based spending policy that provided the unit of time measurement in their spending calculation.
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ConstAnt growth poliCies
A constant growth spending policy increases the prior year’s spending amount by a 
measure of inflation and/or a pre-specified percentage. Institutions tend to use this 
rule type when the endowment is a significant source of operating revenue and vola-
tility in annual spending is less tolerable. More predictable spending is derived from 
constant growth rules with a fixed annual increase in spending compared to those 
linked to inflation, which is not a constant number and not known in advance. Of the 
23 institutions that use this rule type, 52% use a pre-specified percentage growth rate, 
39% use an inflation-index growth rate, and 9% use an inflation-index growth rate plus 
a pre-specified percentage (Figure 7).

The strict application of a constant growth rule produces predictable spending, but this 
rule type has some notable shortcomings. Increasing spending during prolonged periods 
of low or negative investment returns quickly eats away at an already dwindling market 
value and may permanently impair the endowment. Conversely, in a high return envi-
ronment a strict constant growth rule can be perceived as significantly under-spending. 

In practice, institutions mitigate these shortcomings by imposing a spending cap and 
floor based on a percentage of the endowment’s market value, or a moving average 
of market values (Appendix A). Spending collars essentially transform the constant 
growth rule to a market value–based rule in times of significant endowment growth 
or contraction to avoid a complete disconnect between spending and the endowment 
market value. When the constant growth rate falls behind endowment growth by 
a certain amount, the floor is triggered and the spending distribution is raised to a 
new level determined by the floor. The cap works in the opposite manner by reset-
ting spending to a lower level than was what calculated from the growth measure. 
Spending caps are typically triggered during periods where the endowment’s market 
value has significantly declined.

FIGURE 7. GROWTH RATES USED IN CONSTANT GROWTH SPENDING POLICY CALCULATION
2017 • n = 23

Pre-specified Percentage
• 4.5% (n = 3)
• 2.0% (n = 2)
• 3.0% (n = 2)
• 5.0% (n = 2)
• 2.5% (n = 1)
• Determined each year (n = 2)

Inflation Index
• CPI-U (n = 7)
• Local area CPI-U (n = 1)
• HEPI 5-year average (n = 1)

Inflation Index Plus a Percentage
• CPI-U + 1.0% (n = 1)
• CPI-U + 1.5% (n = 1)

Source: Spending policy data as reported to Cambridge Associates LLC.
Note: Constant growth policies increase prior year's spending by a measure of inflation and/or a pre-specified percentage.
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hybrid poliCies
A hybrid spending policy blends the more predictable spending element of a constant 
growth policy with the asset preservation principle of a market value–based policy and 
allows an institution to set the appropriate mix that best meets its needs. The rule is 
expressed as a weighted average of a constant growth rule and a percentage-of-market-
value (or average market value over a period of time) rule.

An important decision with the hybrid rule is to determine the weighting of the market 
value and constant growth components. The larger the weighting to the market value 
component, the more impact that a change in the endowment’s market value will have 
on the annual spending distribution. Most institutions apply the larger weighting to the 
constant growth component, emphasizing more predictable spending. Just over half of 
respondents (16 of 30) that use this rule type assign a 70% weighting to the constant 
growth portion and a 30% weighting to the market value–based portion (Figure 8). 
Among institutions in this study, the constant growth component is most frequently 
linked to an inflation index. For the market value component, the most common target 
spending rate is 5% (41%). Inputs to the calculation of both the constant growth and 
market value–based components are shown in Figure 9.

FIGURE 8. HYBRID SPENDING POLICIES: WEIGHTINGS OF CONSTANT GROWTH
AND MARKET VALUE–BASED COMPONENTS
2017 • n = 30

Source: Spending policy data as reported to Cambridge Associates LLC.
Notes: Hybrid policies essentially have the effect of spending a pre-specified percentage of an exponentially weighted average market 
value (MV). The rule is expressed as a weighted average of a constant growth policy and a percentage of market value policy. Of the 30 
institutions that use a hybrid spending policy, 22 do not use a collar, cap, or floor to contain year-to-year spending. The eight types of a 
collar used can be found in the appendix.
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FIGURE 9. HYBRID SPENDING POLICIES: GROWTH & MARKET VALUE–BASED CHARACTERISTICS
2017

Inflation Index

Inflation Index Plus a Percentage

Pre-specified Percentage

• 2.5% (n = 1)
• 3.0% (n = 1)

Source: Spending policy data as reported to Cambridge Associates LLC.
Notes: A hybrid rule is expressed as a weighted average of a constant growth policy and a percentage of market value policy. One institution that uses a hybrid 
policy did not provide details for the mechanics of the market value–based component of its rule. Of the 12 institutions using a single market value, one uses the 
current fiscal year-end market value, four use the beginning fiscal year market value, four use the prior calendar year-end market value, and three use the 
market value two years prior.
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support oF operAtions
Since few nonprofit institutions generate enough revenues from their core operations 
to break even on their annual operating budgets, many rely on their LTIP to provide 
additional financial support. The level of LTIP support varies considerably among 
the institutions in this study. Spending distributions supported 1% or less of the 
operating budget for some institutions, but for others, they serve as the single largest 
source of revenue.

Public universities, which receive financial support from state appropriations, gener-
ally rely less on the LTIP to fund the operating budget compared to private colleges 
and universities and other nonprofits. For the 22 public universities that provided 
data, median support from the LTIP as a percentage of operating expenses was 2.8% 
in 2017. Median support for private colleges and university institutions was 11.6% 
(Figure 10). Among independent schools and cultural and environmental institutions, 
reliance on the LTIP is higher, as median support of the operating budget was 18.7% 
and 19.3%, respectively.

FIGURE 10. LTIP SUPPORT OF OPERATIONS BY INSTITUTION TYPE
2017 • Percent (%)

5th Percentile 70.9 75.8 45.7 6.4
25th Percentile 34.6 41.8 23.9 3.8
Median 19.3 18.7 11.6 2.8
75th Percentile 12.4 8.5 5.5 1.4
95th Percentile 6.4 7.1 2.2 0.6

Mean 29.0 30.0 16.4 2.9
n 20 18 84 22

Source: Spending policy data as reported to Cambridge Associates LLC.
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The more predictable stream of spending dollars presumably makes the constant 
growth and hybrid rules appealing to institutions with higher reliance on the LTIP. 
Median LTIP support was 26.7% for institutions using a constant growth policy, the 
highest among the three main rule types (Figure 11). Institutions using hybrid policies, 
which also contain a constant growth component, had the second highest median 
LTIP support (22.1%). For institutions using a market value–based policy, median LTIP 
support was just 8.3%.

eFFeCtive spending rAtes
At what rate have institutions actually spent from their LTIP? The effective spending 
rate can help answer this question. The effective spending rate is calculated as the 
total annual spending distribution as a percentage of the beginning market value of the 
LTIP. In 2017 the average effective spending rate was 5.0% for the 111 institutions that 
provided data for past ten years (Figure 12).

Though the effective spending rate calculation is based on the most recent year’s 
beginning LTIP market value, most institutions use an average market value that 
spans multiple years when determining the annual spending distribution. When the 

FIGURE 11. LTIP SUPPORT OF OPERATIONS BY SPENDING RULE TYPE
2017 • Percent (%)

5th Percentile 50.1 67.4 61.5
25th Percentile 35.1 30.8 16.8
Median 26.7 22.1 8.3
75th Percentile 6.3 14.1 4.8
95th Percentile 1.6 5.0 1.4

Mean 24.8 28.0 15.1
n 17 24 106

Source: Spending policy data as reported to Cambridge Associates LLC.
Notes: LTIP support of operations is the proportion of the operating budget that is funded from LTIP payout. For the three institutions that reported "other" 
spending policies, LTIP support of operations averaged 40.9%.
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most recent market value is higher than the average market value from the smoothing 
period, the effective spending rate will be lower than the target rate in the spending 
policy, and vice versa. Figure 12 shows this inverse relationship between the directional 
trend of effective spending rates and LTIP growth rates. Effective spending rates spiked 
upward in 2009–10 as steep portfolio declines resulting from the global financial crisis 
began factoring into spending policy calculations. While average effective spending 
rates have declined in most years since 2010, the mean ticked up by 10 basis points 
(bps) in 2016 and by 40 bps in 2017. 

Policies on New Gifts
No matter what type of spending rule is used, endowments face the common issue of 
how to incorporate new gifts into their spending calculation. There are two primary 
decisions to make about spending from new endowments:

• Whether to institute a deferral period during which a new gift is excluded from the 
endowment’s spending policy, and 

• Whether to make a full or partial distribution from a new gift once spending from 
the new gift occurs.

There are justifiable reasons that different approaches can be taken on both of these 
choices. On the one hand, donors often wish to see their dollars put to work as soon as 
possible and the program supported by a new gift could be limited or constrained until 
the gift provides its full spending distribution. On the other hand, limiting or deferring 
spending from a new gift for an initial period will increase the odds that it maintains 
its purchasing power and will result in more spending dollars available for distribution 
over the long term.

FIGURE 12. MEAN ANNUAL EFFECTIVE SPENDING RATE
2008–17 • Percent (%) • n = 111

Source: Spending data as reported to Cambridge Associates LLC.
Note: Data represent the average of 111 institutions that provided effective spending rates for each year from 2008 to 2017.
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In April 2018, Cambridge Associates administered a survey that asked institutions 
about some technical components of the spending distribution calculation, including 
new gift spending policies.3 In the sections that follow, we review the common 
approaches that institutions take with new gifts and their spending policy. Also 
included is an analysis on the impact of these various approaches based on a simulation 
of spending outcomes during past market environments.

deFerrAl periods
Over three-quarters of survey respondents reported that they do not have a deferral 
period for incorporating new gifts into the spending policy calculation (Figure 13). 
Without a deferral period, a new gift will be included in the equation when the next 
spending amount is calculated for the endowment and a distribution will be made from 
the gift. The benefit of a deferral period is that it can give a new gift additional time to 
season and potentially grow its purchasing power before distributions begin. Among 
the institutions that defer spending from new gifts, the most common deferral policy is 
based on a certain period of time. For those that use a time-based deferral policy, asset 
growth will only occur if the endowment earns a positive investment return during the 
deferral period. Only two institutions specified that a minimum asset growth threshold 
must be met before the initial spending distribution can be taken from a new gift. With 
asset thresholds there is uncertainty around when the initial spending will occur, as the 
timing is dependent on future investment performance.

3  A total of 96 nonprofit institutions responded to the survey, the majority of which were educational endowments (68% colleges & 
universities and 15% independent schools). 

FIGURE 13. DEFERRAL POLICIES FOR NEW ENDOWMENT GIFTS

Source: Spending data as reported to Cambridge Associates LLC.
Note: A deferral period refers to an instance where a new gift is not included in the first spending policy calculation that occurs after the gift is received. 
* There is a deferral policy, only if a new gift is received after a cut-off date.
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initiAl distribution level
The question of whether to spend a full or partial amount at the first spending distri-
bution is more complex. Spending from new gifts for almost all institutions is based on 
some percentage calculation, but this can be a percent of full market value, a percent 
of the prorated average market value over a smoothing period, or a percent of the 
original gift amount. A market value–based spending rule offers a relatively simple 
choice between spending the full policy amount or a partial amount for a new gift. 
Respondents that use a market value–based rule type were nearly evenly split between 
these two choices (Figure 14).

Spending a percentage of a new gift’s full market value is most common for institutions 
that unitize their endowment funds and calculate a uniform spending-per-unit amount. 
In this instance, all gifts, regardless of how long they have been in existence, would 
spend an equal amount in proportion to their respective asset sizes at the distribution 
date. A gift that has existed for just two quarters would realize the same spending 
potential as other endowment funds that have existed for the entire smoothing period. 

Institutions that base spending from new gifts upon a percentage of the gift’s prorated 
average market value use a more strict application of the smoothing period. For 
example, if the smoothing period is 12 quarters and a new gift has existed for only one 
quarter, the spending amount from the new gift would be the spending rate multi-
plied by one-twelfth of the gift’s average historical market value. Under this scenario, 
a new gift only reaches its full spending potential once it has existed for the entire 
smoothing period.

FIGURE 14. INITIAL DISTRIBUTION LEVEL FROM A NEW GIFT
2017

Source: Spending data as reported to Cambridge Associates LLC.
Note: Two institutions that use an other spending rule type are included in the all institutions breakout, but are not listed in the section by 
spending rule type.
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The hybrid and constant growth rule types incorporate an inflationary component 
where at least a portion of the annual spending distribution is based on some predeter-
mined growth rate. While a smoothing period is often still a component of the policy, 
respondents using these rule types were less likely to base the initial spending amount 
on the prorated average market value of the new gift. Most of these respondents set 
a rate at which to start spending, either based on the market value at the time of the 
initial distribution or the original gift value.

iMpACt oF poliCy ChoiCes
The decisions that institutions make about initial spending from new gifts will have an 
impact on the future asset growth and spending from the gift. To study this further, 
we modeled scenarios that assess the impact of these decisions. Figure 15 considers the 
decision of whether to spend the full amount right away from a new gift or to institute 
a deferral period.

In the immediate spending scenario, the spending policy applied the 5% spending 
rate to the full market value in the first fiscal year. Since this policy began distrib-
uting a full spending amount right away, asset growth for the gift lagged that of other 
scenarios where spending was deferred. The lower asset base results in lower annual 
distributions compared to the deferred policies. Although this policy produced the 
highest cumulative amount of spending for the 18-year period, that cumulative amount 
will eventually fall behind that of the other scenarios as it continues to produce the 
lowest annual distributions in the future.

FIGURE 15. NEW GIFT SPENDING METHODOLOGY: IMMEDIATE SPENDING VS DEFERRAL POLICY
2001–18 • Nominal Annual Spending in USD millions

Source: Cambridge Associates LLC.
Notes: Analysis begins with a $10 million endowed gift invested on June 30, 2000. Growth of the gift is based on a 70/30 portfolio, rebalanced annually, 
composed of the MSCI World Index and BBG Barclays Government/Credit Bond Index. Spending is based on 5% of a 12-quarter historical market value from 2004 
to 2018 for all scenarios. For the years 2001 through 2003, the following policies are used: Immediate Spending – spend 5% of the entire historical average 
quarterly market value that is available; Deferred 1 Year – no spending in 2001, then spend 5% of the entire historical average quarterly market value that is 
available; Deferred 2 Years – no spending in 2001 or 2002, then spend 5% of the entire historical average quarterly market value that is available.
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Two scenarios modeled used a deferral period. One scenario skipped the spending 
distribution in the first fiscal year and the other skipped spending in the first two fiscal 
years. By the third fiscal year, all three scenarios in the illustration were using the 
same spending rate and smoothing period. Since money was not taken out on the first 
spending date, both of the deferred policies resulted in higher asset values and spending 
distributions in subsequent years compared to the immediate spending scenario. A 
similar effect is evident when comparing the two deferred policies, as the policy with 
the longer deferral period resulted in a larger asset base and higher annual spending. 
For more detail on this, see Appendix B.

A spending policy with a deferral period will provide greater purchasing power and 
yield more spending dollars over the very long term. Extending the deferral period 
favors the long-term impact at the expense of the more immediate term (Figure 16). 
In deciding whether to institute a deferral period for new gifts, institutions need to 
consider the trade-offs between making an immediate impact versus having a greater 
impact over the long term.

Figure 17 considers the decision of whether to spend a full or partial amount from 
a new gift at the time of the first spending distribution. The immediate spending 
scenario is the same that was used in the first analysis. For the first three annual 
spending distributions, this scenario applied the 5% spending rate to the full historical 
average market value even though the gift hadn’t existed for the entire 12-quarter 
smoothing period. In contrast under the prorated market value scenario, the 5% 

FIGURE 16. DEFERRAL PERIODS PRIORITIZE LONG-TERM IMPACT OVER IMMEDIATE IMPACT

Source: Cambridge Associates LLC.
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spending rate is multiplied by n/12 of the gift’s average quarterly market value where 
n equals the number of historical quarter-end dates that the gift has existed. For 
example, in year one where the gift had just one quarterly market value in its history, 
the spending distributions were calculated as follows:

The prorated market value scenario gradually increases spending in the early years 
after the gift is established. By year four (2004), a full 12-quarter market value history 
was available and both policies transformed to the normal spending rule. Since the 
prorated market value scenario produced the least amount of spending during the first 
three years, it resulted in a larger asset base and higher annual spending distributions 
relative to the immediate spending scenario in all subsequent years. While the prorated 
policy produced a lower cumulative amount of spending for the full period, that cumu-
lative amount will eventually surpass the immediate spending scenario as it continues 
to produce the highest annual spending distributions into the future. For more detail, 
see Appendix B.

FIGURE 17. NEW GIFT SPENDING METHODOLOGY: IMMEDIATE SPENDING VS GRADUAL APPROACH
2001–18 • Nominal Annual Spending in USD millions

Source: Cambridge Associates LLC Spending Model.
Notes: Analysis begins with a $10 million endowed gift invested on June 30, 2000. Growth of the gift is based on a 70/30 portfolio, rebalanced annually, composed 
of the MSCI World Index and BBG Barclays Government/Credit Bond Index. Spending is based on 5% of a 12-quarter historical market value from 2004 to 2018 for 
both scenarios. For the years 2001 through 2003, the following policies are used: Prorated Market Value – spend 5% of n/12 of the gift’s average quarterly market 
value where n equals the number of quarters that the gift has existed; Immediate Spending – spend 5% of the entire historical average quarterly market value 
that is available.
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Figure 18 compares the spending scenarios across a set of priorities that institutions 
should consider when designing a new gift spending policy. There is a clear contrast 
between the immediate spending and deferred spending policies where the key 
decision is choosing between making an immediate impact versus a greater impact 
in the long run. If partial spending in the early years is an acceptable outcome, the 
prorated market value policy can balance a donor’s wishes that the gift be put to 
use right away, while also setting it up to have a greater impact over the long term. 
However, one downside to this policy is that it could cause extra administrative burden 
in the tracking of separate endowment gifts and applying the spending policy on a gift-
by-gift level. The same could also be true for policies with a deferral period where new 
gifts have to be tracked separately for spending purposes for an initial period. 

A note on underwAter endowMents:

Our historical analysis of spending outcomes in this paper begins near the stock market peak of the 
Dot-com bubble in 2000. In each of the scenarios we analyzed, the new gift fell below its original 
dollar value (“underwater”) almost immediately and the asset value remained underwater for most 
of the fiscal years in the model period. A survey we administered to colleges and universities in 2016 
revealed that most respondents (62%) continue using the normal spending rule when an endowment 
falls underwater. However, a significant proportion (26%) immediately modify their spending in some 
way when an endowment falls underwater and another 11% of respondents modify their spending 
once an endowment falls a certain percentage amount below the original gift value.

The scenarios we modeled did not cease or limit spending once the gift fell below its original dollar 
amount. However, institutions sensitive to this issue could incorporate restrictions on spending 
from underwater funds as a part of their spending policy. Underwater policies help to protect the 
purchasing power of endowment funds in poor return environments, but modifying spending can 
cause disruptions to the programs that underwater endowments support. Please read "Keeping 
Underwater Endowments Afloat (and the Programs They Support)" for a full discussion on this topic.

FIGURE 18. COMPARISON OF NEW GIFT SPENDING POLICIES
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Spending
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Need immediate spending support for programs   
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Provides potential for gift to grow, or "season", before
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Source: Cambridge Associates LLC.
Note: One check mark indicates a policy somewhat supports the priority listed, but is not as effective as a policy with two check marks.
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Endowment gifts are intended to support an institution and its programs over the long 
term. Building strong policies around new gift, and ongoing, spending can help ensure 
that this is the reality. The longer that spending from a gift is deferred, the greater the 
impact the gift will have in the future. But funds can’t be stashed away forever. Donors 
want and expect to see an impact from their giving both in the present day and in the 
future. An institution needs to carefully consider the desires of its donors, the needs 
of the programs that depend on a new gift, and the long-term sustainability of the gift 
when designing spending policies for new gifts. ■

William Prout, Senior Investment Director 
Tracy Filosa, Managing Director 
Meredith Wyse, Senior Investment Associate 
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pArtiCipAnts

Colleges & universities
University of Alaska Foundation Cons. Endowment
Allegheny College
American Coll. of Greece & American Univ. of Greece
American University
Amherst College
College of the Atlantic
Baylor University
Bentley University
Berkeley Endowment Management Company
Bethune-Cookman University
Boston College
Boston University
Bowdoin College
Brown University
Bryant University
Bryn Mawr College
University of California 
Carleton College
Carnegie Mellon University
Case Western Reserve University
Centenary College of Louisiana
Chapman University
The University of Chicago
University of Cincinnati
Claremont McKenna College
Clarkson University
Clemson University Foundation
Colby College
Colgate University
Columbia University
Connecticut College
Cornell University
College for Creative Studies
Dartmouth College
Davidson College
University of Delaware
Duke University
Duquesne University
Emerson College
Emory & Henry College
Emory University
Florida International University Foundation, Inc.
University of Florida Investment Corporation
Florida State University Foundation Inc.
Georgetown University
Georgia Tech Foundation Inc.
Gettysburg College
Goucher College
Grand Valley State University
Hampton University
Harvard Management Company, Inc.
Harvey Mudd College
Haverford College
University of Hawaii Foundation
College of the Holy Cross
Hope College
Houston Baptist University
University of Houston System 
Howard University
University of Idaho Foundation, Inc.
University of Illinois Foundation
Iowa State University Foundation
Johns Hopkins University
Kalamazoo College
KU Endowment

Lafayette College
Lebanese American University
Lehigh University
Lewis and Clark College
Louisiana State University Foundation
University of Louisville
Macalester College
University of Maine Foundation
Maryland Institute College of Art
Mercy College
University of Michigan
Michigan State University
MIT Investment Management Company
Mount Holyoke College
Mount St. Mary's University
National University
University of Nebraska Foundation
Nevada System of Higher Education
New England Conservatory
New York University
Northeastern University
Northwestern University
Norwich University
University of Notre Dame
Oberlin College
Occidental College
Ohio State University
Ohio Wesleyan University
University of Oklahoma Foundation
Oklahoma State University Foundation
Pace University
University of the Pacific 
University of Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania State University
University of Pittsburgh
Pomona College
Princeton University
The Principia Corporation
Providence College
Purdue Research Foundation
Randolph-Macon College
Reed College
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
University of Rhode Island Foundation
Rice University
University of Rochester
The Rockefeller University 
College of Saint Benedict
University of San Diego
San Francisco State University Foundation
Santa Clara University
Scripps College
Seattle University
Simmons College
University of Southern California
Southern Methodist University
Spelman College
Stanford University
St. Lawrence University
University of St. Thomas
Swarthmore College
The University of Texas Investment Management Co.
Texas Lutheran University
University of Toronto c/o UTAM (returns in CAD)
Trinity University
Tulane University
The UCLA Foundation
UNC Management Company, Inc.
UNCG Endowment Partners, LP
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pArtiCipAnts (Continued)
Colleges & universities (Cont)
Union Theological Seminary
Vanderbilt University
University of Vermont & State Agricultural College
Villanova University
University of Virginia
Virginia Tech Foundation
Washburn University Foundation
University of Washington
Washington College
Washington and Jefferson College
Washington University in St. Louis
Webb Institute
Wellesley College
Wesleyan University
Western New England University
Wheelock College
College of William & Mary Foundation
Williams College
Yale University
Yeshiva University
York College of Pennsylvania

CulturAl & environMentAl
Atlanta Historical Society
The Vivian Beaumont Theater, Inc.
The Brookings Institution
California Academy of Sciences
Chemical Heritage Foundation
The Children's Museum of Indianapolis
Conner Prairie Foundation
Council on Foreign Relations
Cypress Lawn Endowment Care Trust
The Edison Institute
Honolulu Museum of Art
Huntington Library and Art Gallery
Indianapolis Museum of Art Inc.
Institute of International Education
Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum
Linda Hall Library Trusts
Longwood Gardens, Inc.
Metropolitan Museum of Art
Minnesota Orchestral Association
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston
Museum of Fine Arts, Houston
Museum of Modern Art
Museum of Science, Boston
National Gallery of Art
National Geographic Society
National Wildlife Federation
The New York Public Library
NPR Foundation
Philadelphia Museum of Art
Scenic Hudson Land Trust Inc.
Seattle Art Museum
Smithsonian Institution
The Trustees of Reservations
United Negro College Fund
WGBH Educational Foundation
Wildlife Conservation Society
The Henry Francis duPont Winterthur Museum, Inc. 

independent sChools
Auditory Learning Foundation
The Blake School
The Brearley School
Buckingham Browne & Nichols School
The Colburn School
The Fessenden School
Greenwich Country Day School
Milton Hershey School Trust
Hockaday School
The Hotchkiss School
Kamehameha Schools
Lakeside School
The Lawrenceville School
The Loomis Institute
Phillips Exeter Academy
The Pingry School
Punahou School
Salisbury School
Shady Hill School
St. Paul's School
Western Reserve Academy
The Winsor School
Xaverian Brothers High School

heAlth CAre
The Boston Home Inc.
Children's Hospital Los Angeles
Children's Medical Center
Hawaii Pacific Health
Howard Hughes Medical Institute
Maine Medical Center
Mayo Clinic
Ochsner Clinic Foundation
Saint Francis Foundation
Shore Regional Health
Tufts Medical Center

other nonproFits
American College of Surgeons
American Geophysical Union
American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee
The American Society of Hematology
Animal Rescue League of Boston
Archdiocese of Chicago
Armenian Church Endowment Fund
Catholic Church Extension Society
Claremont University Consortium
Episcopal Divinity School
Grace Church
HighGround Advisors
The Ignatius Fund
Jewish Child Care Association
Lucile Packard Foundation for Children's Health
Massachusetts Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
Mission Diocese Fund
The Rose Hills Foundation
Saint Thomas Church
The Sheltering Arms Foundation
Society for Human Resource Management, Inc.
Sunflower Foundation Health Care for Kansans
United Methodist Health Ministry Fund
United States Tennis Association
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Appendix A: Collars, Caps, and Floors

MARKET VALUE–BASED SPENDING POLICIES

COLLARS (n = 5) CAPS ONLY (n = 6) FLOORS ONLY (n = 3)

• 3.0% – 6.0% of current MV • 5.3% of current MV • 100% of payout from 2005–06 

• 4.0% – 7.0% of maximum MV in 
prior year 

• 6.5% of beginning year MV • 100% of prior year's payout
(n = 2)

• 90% – 107% of prior year's 
payout 

• 104% of prior year's payout

• 100% – 110% of prior year's 
payout 

• 105% of prior year's payout

• Collar: 100% – 106% of prior 
year's payout, and cap at 7% 
of 48-mon avg MV

• 110% of prior year's payout

• Tied to historical gift value of 
endowment

CONSTANT GROWTH SPENDING POLICIES

COLLARS (n = 19)

• 4.5% – 5.5% of 3-year average MV (n = 2) • 4.0% – 5.0% of 20-quarter average MV 

• 4.5% – 5.5% of 20-quarter average MV (n = 2) • 3.75% – 5.25% of 12-quarter average MV 

• 4.5% – 6.5% of 4-quarter average MV • 3.75% – 4.75% of beginning year MV 

• 4.5% – 5.5% of 12-quarter average MV • 3.5% – 5.5% of 3-year average MV 

• 4.0% – 7.0% of beginning year MV • 3.0% – 6.0%; time period not specified 

• 4.0% – 6.5% of 3-year average MV • 3.0% – 5.0%; time period not specified 

• 4.0% – 6.0% of beginning year MV • 3.0% – 5.0% of beginning year MV 

• 4.0% – 6.0% of 12-quarter average MV • 3.0% – 4.5% of 12-quarter average MV 

•  4.0% – 6.0%; time period not specified •

CAP
• Two caps: one that limits the constant growth rate if inflation exceeds 10% and a second based on a % 

of historical market values 

Floor: 4.5% of 8-quarter average MV;
Cap: if spending is greater than 5.5% of 4-quarter 
average MV, then reduce spending to 3% year-
over-year

HYBRID SPENDING POLICIES

• 3.0% – 6.0% of prior year-end MV • 4.0% – 6.0%; time period not specified 

• 4.0% – 6.5%; time period not specified 

• 4.5% – 6.0%; time period not specified 

• 4.0% – 5.5%; time period not specified • 4.75% – 5.75% of year-end MV

• 4.0% – 6.0% of current MV 

Source: Spending policy data as reported to Cambridge Associates LLC.
Note: Each cap, floor, and collar listed is for one institution except where noted.

COLLARS (n = 8)

3.75% – 5.75% of the MV 1 year prior to  the 
beginning of the fiscal year 

•
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Appendix B: New Gift Spending Methodologies

IMMEDIATE SPENDING VERSUS DEFERRAL POLICY

Fiscal 
Year

Immediate 
Spending

Deferred 
1 Year

Deferred 
2 Years

Immediate 
Spending

Deferred 
1 Year

Deferred 
2 Years

2000 — — — $10,000 $10,000 $10,000
2001 $500 $0 $0 $8,887 $9,348 $9,348
2002 $467 $481 $0 $7,642 $8,049 $8,528
2003 $440 $457 $465 $7,546 $7,955 $8,450
2004 $404 $424 $438 $8,158 $8,603 $9,153
2005 $385 $406 $428 $8,370 $8,827 $9,394
2006 $387 $408 $434 $8,491 $8,955 $9,531
2007 $412 $435 $463 $9,379 $9,891 $10,528
2008 $430 $453 $482 $8,349 $8,805 $9,371
2009 $440 $464 $494 $6,528 $6,884 $7,327
2010 $409 $431 $459 $6,980 $7,361 $7,835
2011 $379 $400 $425 $8,180 $8,626 $9,181
2012 $363 $383 $408 $8,189 $8,637 $9,192
2013 $384 $405 $431 $8,985 $9,476 $10,086
2014 $408 $430 $458 $10,227 $10,786 $11,480
2015 $439 $463 $493 $10,338 $10,903 $11,604
2016 $479 $505 $538 $10,177 $10,733 $11,424
2017 $500 $527 $561 $10,929 $11,526 $12,268
2018 $513 $541 $576 $11,496 $12,124 $12,904

Cumulative $7,739 $7,613 $7,553

ANNUAL SPENDING ($000s) NOMINAL MARKET VALUE ($000s)

IMMEDIATE SPENDING VERSUS GRADUAL APPROACH

Fiscal 
Year

Immediate 
Spending

Prorated 
Market Value

Immediate 
Spending

Prorated 
Market Value

2000 — — $10,000 $10,000
2001 $500 $42 $8,887 $9,310
2002 $467 $200 $7,642 $8,294
2003 $440 $345 $7,546 $8,344
2004 $404 $432 $8,158 $9,038
2005 $385 $421 $8,370 $9,279
2006 $387 $428 $8,491 $9,415
2007 $412 $457 $9,379 $10,399
2008 $430 $476 $8,349 $9,257
2009 $440 $488 $6,528 $7,238
2010 $409 $453 $6,980 $7,739
2011 $379 $420 $8,180 $9,069
2012 $363 $403 $8,189 $9,080
2013 $384 $426 $8,985 $9,962
2014 $408 $452 $10,227 $11,339
2015 $439 $487 $10,338 $11,462
2016 $479 $531 $10,177 $11,284
2017 $500 $554 $10,929 $12,118
2018 $513 $569 $11,496 $12,746

Cumulative $7,739 $7,584

Source: Cambridge Associates LLC Spending Model.

ANNUAL SPENDING ($000s) NOMINAL MARKET VALUE ($000s)

Note: Analysis begins with a $10 million endowed gift invested on June 30, 2000. Growth of the gift is based on a 70/30 portfolio, rebalanced annually, 
composed of the MSCI World Index and BBG Barclays Government/Credit Bond Index. Spending is based on 5% of a 12-quarter historical market value from 
2004 to 2018 for all scenarios. For the years 2001 through 2003, the following policies are used: Immediate spending – spend 5% of the entire historical average 
quarterly market value that is available; deferred 1 year – no spending in 2001, then spend 5% of the entire historical average quarterly market value that is 
available; deferred 2 years – no spending in 2001 or 2002, then spend 5% of the entire historical average quarterly market value that is available; pro-rated 
market value – spend 5% of n/12 of the gift’s average quarterly market value where n equals the number of quarters that the gift has existed.
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